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American Sign Language (ASL) is a vibrant, easy-to-learn
language that is used by approximately half a million
people each day. Current with the latest additions to ASL
and filled with thousands of brand new photographs by
Deaf actors, Learn American Sign Language is the most
comprehensive guide of its kind. - Learn more than 800
signs, including signs for school, the workplace, around
the house, out and about, food and drink, nature,
emotions, small talk, and more. - Unlock the storytelling
possibilities of ASL with classifiers, easy ways to modify
signs that can turn "fishing" into "catching a big fish"
and "walking" into "walking with a group." - Find out how
to make sentences with signs, use the proper facial
expressions with your signs, and other vital tips.
Easy User Guide to Use Your New iPhone SE 2020 with
Tips and Tricks.You have one of the best iPhone made by
Apple...but how do you use it?! This guide is written in a
way to help you use your iPhone SE 2020 and all its
powerful features as quickly as possible. There is always
information that you will not find in official sources. After
reading this, you can use your iPhone to the fullest. This
book will tell you about the basics of the Apple iPhone
SE 2020 and how you can customize it. If you have not
purchased it yet and want to try your iPhone SE 2020,
you have nothing to worry about, because this book has
a lot of tips and tricks for the perfect phone that will
improve your use and improve your life. The whole
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Learn and understand how you can perform a wide range
of tasks on your new Windows computer, including
managing files, browsing the internet, and protecting
yourself, as well as interacting with Cortana. Using
Absolute Beginners Guide to Computing you will see
how to use Windows, and how you can connect and
communicate with others. You will learn the basics of
browsing the web, how to send email, and sign up for
services. You will learn about some of the social media
sites such as Facebook and Twitter. You will also learn
how to connect and use external hardware, and process
digital music, photos, and video. Written by an author
who has written multiple computing titles, this book is
friendly and approachable, and can teach anyone how to
use a computer. With simple steps, easy troubleshooting,
and online resources, it's the best place to learn how to
make computing a part of your life. What You’ll Learn:
Get pictures onto your computer to share Listen to digital
music What clubs, groups, and other resources there are
to help Who this Book Is For Anyone that wants to learn
all the latest Windows features. Beginners who want to
use their new Windows computer to share pictures or
video clips on YouTube or Facebook to those seeking a
common sense approach to safe computing.
As a beginner learning how to swim you face many, often
scary unknowns. From first entering the water, to lifting
your feet up off the bottom, submerging your face and
learning to breathe. From conquering your fears right
through to learning what each part of your body should
be doing when swimming the four basic strokes, The
Complete Beginners Guide To Swimming contains
everything you could possibly need. Discover: how to
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how to stop and stand up how to swim the four basic
strokes Inside you will find 'real questions' from real
beginners learning how to swim. Questions like 'why do
my legs sink?," "why do I get water up my nose?" and
'why do I get so tired'." Each one with a detailed and
personal answer from the author.
Starfinder
Keto Meal Prep
Piano Lessons for Beginners
Learn JavaScript Quickly
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Genealogy, the
Internet, and Your Genealogy Computer Program
ITIL for Beginners
The Complete Beginners Guide to Beading Basics

If you are a beginner and have no idea
what the Computer Programming is all
about, then the book Computer
Programming for Beginners is what you
have been waiting for. This book
provides a clear understanding of what
the Computer Programming entails,
especially providing know-how for
beginners. At first glance, the words
"computer programming" might worry you,
especially when described as an
"extremely complex designing and
building process." However, fear not,
because computer programming can be
done by anyone - even beginners.
Programming has existed for centuries
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early as the 9th-century! It was here
when a programmable music sequencer was
invented. Following that was a
programmable drum machine and other
forms of musical instruments. It wasn't
until the year 1843 when the first
Computer Program was invented by Ada
Lovelace, a mathematician who created
an algorithm for this. The concept of
storing data in machine-readable form
arose in the 1880s when Herman
Hollerith invented it. These were the
foundations that led to Computer
Programming as we know it today. With
so many struggling to grasp the
concept, we devised the perfect
computer programming guide for
beginners to take the first step
towards becoming a Computer Programming
expert. We are in a technological age,
after all, where computers are an
essential part of life. Regardless of
your experience level, anyone can read
and implement this computer programming
guide. Whether you are planning on
making a career out of it or you just
want a new hobby, you can enjoy this
series of books, no matter your goals.
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beginner's approach to learning
computer programming ? Javascript &
Java - essential programming languages
? Python programming - general-purpose
& high-level programming language ? SQL
programming - used to communicate with
+ manipulate databases ? How to
accurately program for successful
computer tasking ? Easy-to-understand,
clear instructions for a seamless user
experience ? How to implement what you
have learned into developing computer
programs/software And much more.
Included with your purchase is a
collection of 4 books that will help
guide you through all of the necessary
fundamentals of Computer Programming.
No previous skills are required, even
if you haven't written one line of code
before. This collection was written
specifically for those who are just
starting, so you can feel comfortable
trying out something new and unfamiliar
without the need of any prequalifications. Scroll up and push the
buy now button!
?Designed for beginners with no
knowledge or experience in game
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teaches the essentials of the Unity
game engine, the C# programming
language, and the art of objectoriented programming. New concepts are
not only explained, but thoroughly
demonstrated. Starting with an
introduction to Unity, you'll learn
about scenes, GameObjects, prefabs,
components, and how to use the various
windows to interact with the engine.
You'll then dive into the fundamentals
of programming by reviewing syntax
rules, formatting, methods, variables,
objects and types, classes, and
inheritance, all while getting your
hands dirty writing and testing code
yourself. Later, the book explains how
to expose script data in the Inspector
and the basics of Unity’s serialization
system. This carefully crafted work
guides you through the planning and
development of bare bones, simple game
projects designed to exercise
programming concepts while keeping less
relevant interruptions out of the way,
allowing you to focus on the
implementation of game mechanics first
and foremost. Through these example
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handling, rigidbodies, colliders,
cameras, prefab instantiation, scene
loading, user interface design and
coding, and more. By the end, you'll
have built a solid foundation in
programming that will pave your way
forward in understanding core C# syntax
and fundamentals of object-oriented
programming—not just what to type but
why it's typed and what it’s really
doing. Game Programming with Unity and
C# will send you on your way to
becoming comfortable with the Unity
game engine and its documentation and
how to independently seek further
information on yet-untouched concepts
and challenges. What You'll
LearnUnderstand the fundamentals of
object-oriented computer programming,
including topics specifically relevant
for games.Leverage beginner-tointermediate-level skills of the C#
programming language and its syntax.
Review all major component types of the
Unity game engine: colliders and
rigidbodies, lights, cameras, scripts,
etc.Use essential knowledge of the
Unity game engine and its features to
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interesting experiences. Who This Book
Is For Beginners who have no prior
experience in programming or game
development who would like to learn
with a solid foundation that prepares
them to further develop their skills.
DIY EMBROIDERY FOR BEGINNERSTHE
COMPLETE BEGINNERS GUIDE TO EMBROIDERY
STITCHING SKILLS WITH EASY STEPS,
TECHNIQUESN AND UNIQUE PATTERNThe
complete beginners guide to embroidery
come with easy understanding and
instructions that educate as much as it
entertains with simple easy step. I
have a treat in store for you today! If
you are a lover of embroidery, flower
crafts, and wild flowers, then I highly
recommend this book for you as it will
guide you being a beginner and to give
you more idea as professional this
instructional guide educate you in art,
and provides the reader with idea on
how to stitch as well as connecting
art. This book is filled with highquality images of each pattern
presented, and easy to understand
instructions that take the fear of
embroidery from it reader.I am a needle
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recently begun to explore hand
embroidery. And I assure you this will
be the answer to all your questions on
how to make embroidery gorgeous
designs.Grab your copy now!!!
As a beginner learning how to swim you
face many, often scary unknowns. From
first entering the water, to lifting
your feet up off the bottom, submerging
your face and learning to breathe. From
conquering your fears right through to
learning what each part of your body
should be doing when swimming the four
basic strokes, The Complete Beginners
Guide To Swimming contains everything
you could possibly need. Contents: The
Benefits of Swimming Fear of Swimming
Swimming Science Buoyancy Aids Entering
The Pool Learning To Go Underwater
Standing Up Mid Swim How To Float How
To Relax In The Water How To Glide
Through The Water How And When To
Breathe Basic Floating Exercises Front
Crawl Backstroke Breaststroke Butterfly
Inside you will find ‘real questions’
from real beginners learning how to
swim. Questions like ‘why do my legs
sink?”, “why do I get water up my
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Each one with a detailed and personal
answer from the author.
A Complete Beginner’s Guide
The Complete Beginner's Guide to
Drawing
Everything you need to start signing *
complete beginner's guide * 800+ signs
A Complete Beginner's Guide to
Watercolors, Acrylics, and Oils
A Guide To Understanding
Bdsm 101
Essential DIY Techniques for the First
Timer
A guide to conducting genealogical
research, focusing on the role of
electronic databases, computer programs,
and Internet resources in revolutionizing
the process of tracing family histories.
Includes charts, forms, exercises, Web
site addresses, and bibliographies.
#GROWLIKECHEF is an easy-to-follow guide
to growing autoflowering marijuana in your
home. ChefAnnawiththepot made a name for
himself on Instagram, documenting his
journey on a weekly livestream series.
Chef wrote this book to serve his
community, and anyone else joining the
home-grown marijuana movement. Growing
marijuana isn't complicated, and it
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delivers a one-size-fits-most plan and
spills all of Chef's secrets, even his
exact nutrient blend. If you're tired of
buying marijuana and want to free yourself
from unreliable dealers, this book is for
you.
2018 and 2019’s No. 1 Best-selling
Amigurumi Book in the U.S.! Explore
Amigurumi, the Japanese art of crochet
design, with 30 unique and darling
patterns. Whether a novice or an
experienced crocheter, anyone can pick up
a needle and complete these cuddly
creations. Author and amigurumi guru
Lauren Espy inspires crocheters with her
easy-to-follow patterns, pictures, and
helpful instructions. Lauren always takes
the patterns one step at a time to ensure
that your finished product is as cute as
the creation on the page! In Whimsical
Stitches: A Modern Makers Book of
Amigurumi Crochet Patterns, amigurumi is
explored through 30 simple, fanciful
patterns in a variety of themes,
including: • In the Garden • At the
Aquarium • Down on the Farm • At the
Bakery Brighten a room with flowers that
won’t wilt, bring cheer to your table with
colorful fruits that won’t attract flies,
and add cuddly friends to a baby’s
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Start Painting Today! Covering the three
most popular types of painting:
watercolors, acrylics and oils, this
comprehensive step-by-step guide provides
basic information on materials and
techniques as well as an exciting series
of demonstrations aimed at complete
beginners. The unique approach of this
book is so simple that the reader can
start immediately on original and exciting
projects. Each section has practical
information on materials and equipment and
includes a gallery of work by various
artists to inspire the beginner. The
projects cover all types of subjects,
including landscapes, still life, people,
flowers, animals and buildings. Within
each section the demonstrations provide
instruction in a whole range of different
techniques from the basic brushstrokes to
using resist and painting with a knife.
Filled with stunning artworks and
inspiring projects, this book will help
beginners to achieve immediate and
impressive results with a minimum of
practice. Inside How to Paint
Comprehensive step-by-step introduction to
painting for aspiring artists. Even
complete beginners can quickly achieve
immediate and impressive results. Covers
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acrylics, oil paintings and watercolors.
Learn to paint landscapes, still life,
people, flowers, animals, and buildings.
38 step-by-step projects each illustrate a
different painting technique. Practical
advice on choosing the best materials and
equipment to get the most out of your
painting. Includes inspirational galleries
and essential basic techniques sections to
develop your artistic skills. More than
350 beautiful color photographs.
More Than 200 Drawing Techniques, Tips &
Lessons for Rendering Lifelike Animals in
Graphite and Colored Pencil
Complete Beginner's Guide to Save Time and
Eat Healthier with Batch Cooking for the
Ketogenic Diet
200 Essential Stitches with Step-by-Step
Photos
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Drawing
Animals
Crochet Stitch Dictionary
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Playing
Chess: Chess Openings, Endgame and
Important Strategies
4 Books in 1. A Complete Beginners Guide
To Learn The Fundamentals Of JavaScript,
Python, SQL & Java.

A comprehensive yet nicely abbreviated alternative
to the five multi-thousand page volumes comprising
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(ITIL(R)) ITIL(R) For Beginners was reviewed and
licensed by Axelos, the government-sponsored
publisher of ITIL. This beginner-friendly text is easyto-read and fully accessible to ITIL(R) newcomers.
Bitcoin clarity is a great resource for new and
existing Bitcoiners to get a full understanding of
Bitcoin as a system, without code, fundamental
analysis, or price hype.
With helpful tips and easy to follow step-by-step
lessons, The Complete Beginner's Guide to Drawing
Animals is the perfect resource for artists looking to
hone their drawing style and technique. The
Complete Beginner's Guide to Drawing Animals
starts with a thorough introduction to the essential
tools and materials artists need to get started,
including different types of pencils, sketchbooks,
papers, erasers, and more. This helpful resource
features dozens of comprehensive drawing lessons
designed to teach aspiring artists how to draw a
variety of animals, from lifelike pet portraits to zoo
and safari animals. Artists will discover the
fundamentals of drawing and techniques for
rendering realistic animal textures, such as fur,
feathers, whiskers, manes, and hair; creating
volume; shading; developing a composition; and
mastering perspective, all with the goal of drawing
dozens of lifelike animals in graphite and colored
pencil.
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beading might not be the place you think to start.
You may be surprised to learn that beaded jewelry
can be easy, as long as you have the right tools and
guidance. Beading for beginners! That's where we
come in. Learn some of our beading in this book for
beginners tips, like the right supplies to purchase,
best brands for beginners and more. You'll thank us
later, when you are making your own drool-worthy
jewelry.
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Living with Your
Cat
Wordpress
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Living with Your
Dog
The Complete Beginners Guide to Master the New
IPhone SE (2020) with Tips and Tricks
How to Live Life to the Full and Die a Good Death
The Complete Beginners Guide to Learn Wordpress
The Complete Beginners Guide To Swimming
Start doing your own household repairs and
simple renovations without the expense of
calling in a professional! If you are
frustrated by your own inability to handle a
repair, or resentful of having to pay someone
to take care of simple home
maintenance—you’ve come to the right place.
Full of expert advice, this practical
handbook features easy instructions for all
the home DIY basics, from painting and
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lock, using power tools, fixing a squeaky
board and much more. Beginner's Guide to DIY
& Home Repair will provide first-time
homeowners and renters with the basic skills
and guidance to get the job done. This
ultimate reference guide for the DIY novice
offers help for anyone who has a busy working
life but still wants to make their home look
good—without spending a fortune.
"I wish I'd had this book when I needed it.
Death and dying are not subjects that many
people are comfortable talking about, but
it's hugely important to be as prepared as
you can be - emotionally, physically,
practically, financially, and spiritually.
This book may be the most important guide you
could have." - Elizabeth Gilbert, author of
Eat Pray Love ___________ The end of a life
can often feel like a traumatic, chaotic and
inhuman experience. In this reassuring and
inspiring book, palliative care physician Dr
BJ Miller and writer Shoshana Berger provide
a vision for rethinking and navigating this
universal process. There are plenty of selfhelp books for mourners, but nothing in the
way of a modern, approachable and above all
useful field guide for the living. And all of
us - young, old, sick and well - could use
the help. After all, pregnant couples have
ample resources available to them as they
prepare to bring a new life into the world:
Lamaze courses, elaborate birth plans, tons
of manuals. Why don't we have a What to
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accessible, beautifully designed and
illustrated companion, A Beginner's Guide to
the End offers a clear-eyed and compassionate
survey of the most pressing issues that come
up when one is dying, and will bring optimism
and practical guidance to empower readers
with the knowledge, resources and tools
they'll need to die better, maybe even with
triumph.
How to welcome a new puppy, choose the right
breed, keep your dog fit, and more! Deciding
to have a dog live under the same roof and
share our house and our life entails a series
of important assessments, including
understanding the canine world. Getting a
puppy is a big decision, so this book aims to
help you learn about their needs as they
grow. Learn important skills and knowledge
about dogs that will better prepare you and
make your dog happy, such as how to: Choose
the most suitable dog for your personality
Understand the difference between buying or
adopting Improve canine physical fitness
Assess behavioral traits And much, much more
This is only a snippet of what you will find
in this book. All of these skills have been
elaborated by an animal care expert, which is
accompanied with a good deal of useful advice
that will help you understand our four legged
friend and make it grow healthy. In this book
you will find everything you need to know in
order to be the well informed owner of a
happy and healthy dog.
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cameras, modern DSLRs can seem terribly overcomplicated to the novice photographer. The
truth is, they have to be over-complicated to
satisfy the needs of a diverse range of
users, despite the fact that most
photographers will only use a small
percentage of the features on a regular
basis. What the beginner photographer really
needs, then, is a no-nonsense guide to the
most important features on DSLRs written by
experts that reveals in plain English what
they need to know and nothing more. This is
that book. The Complete Beginners Guide To
Photography explains all the photography
concepts beginners need, such as how to
balance exposures, how to get sharp shots,
and how to maximise image quality. Once
you've mastered these basics, you can then
move on to our more advanced skills section
at the end of the book featuring practical
how-to guides for shooting a range of core
subjects. Take your photography to the next
level and start learning today!
Cissp
Clay Modelling for Beginners
How to Paint
A Beginner's Guide to the End
Mega-themes from Five Crucial Years
DIY Embroidery for Beginners
A Modern Makers Book of Amigurumi Crochet
Patterns

Struggling to play the piano even after spending countless
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The Complete Beginners Guide to Learn Piano Keys & Notes
is the guide that not only tours you through the basics but
walks you through in playing a couple of iconic songs! Getting
engaged in the world of music through the piano is excellent
for beginners as it helps reduce stress for yourself and your
surrounding listeners. Comfortably walk your way through 20
chapters at your own pace and finish your time with an
additional chapter to review everything you learned. Topics
covering the book include: Finger positioning Reading music
Pedals Pro tips Full instructions to play iconic songs such as
You're a Grand Old Flag as well as children's songs like
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star and several others Great
composers worth checking out Discover why the piano rocks
for beginners and start playing by downloading this book now!
Are you an active blogger looking for a simple and effective
system? Are you considering making your own website? Many
people who want a website of their own are turning to
Wordpress to satisfy their needs. This is because it is simple to
set up, easy to use and provides users with the ability to
modify their site at will. In this great resource, Wordpress: The
Complete Beginner's Guide to Learn Wordpress, you can learn
all the basics to get you started, including: How to install
Wordpress Settings Plugins Tags Links Themes And more...
Installing and using Wordpress is simple and can be learned
quickly, even by those with a limited understanding of how
web design works, and with this amazing book to help you it
will make the processes even simpler. Get a copy of
Wordpress: The Complete Beginner's Guide to Learn
Wordpress today and see how this innovative and easy to use
Content Management System will improve your business or
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DIY CROCHET FOR FIRST TIMER'STHE COMPLETE
BEGINNER'S GUIDE WITH EASY TECHNIQUE ON HOW
TO CROCHETCrochet is one Of the easiest hobbies, With this
guide, diy crochet for first timer, gone are the complicated
explanations this book will guide you step by step through
every stage as a novice or a first timer, with the aid of clear
pictures and, easy-to-follow process. You will be satisfied with
the direction put together in this guide.With this guide I assure
every first time that they will become a pro with constant
practice with this guide and can make anything and advance in
the world of crocheting to a more complex design.GRAB A
COPY TODAY!!!
"'The Complete Beginner's Guide to China-Africa Relations'
will provide you with the tools you need to understand the link
between China and Africa, which together represent more than
1/3 of the world's population." -- Back cover
The Simplified Beginner's Guide to ITIL
The Complete Beginners Guide to Learn Piano Keys & Notes
The Complete Beginners Guide to Getting Started with
Sculpting Clay!
The Complete Beginners Guide to Crochet
IPhone SE 2020
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Photography
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Magic

BDSM: 101 Your Complete Beginners' Guide to the
Other Side of Pleasure This book includes various
tried and tested ways to get you acquainted with the
roots of BDSM and its various faces, the tools used
while being engaged in a BDSM relationship,
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You will also learn how to slowly but surely delve
deeper into BDSM. Basic techniques and ideas to
initiate the practice will be tackled in this book as
well, along with the common items that can work
wonders inside the realm of BDSM. The basic myths
about BDSM will also be debunked in this book,
along with its pros and cons. You should read this
book because it will give you all the information you
need that is easy to understand for a beginner like
you who wants to know more about BDSM.
Furthermore, this book contains first- hand guidance
for people like you who are searching for that next
level of pleasure but are still not sure how and where
to start. This book will also help you identify the
items you will need to re-enact the various plays of
BDSM.
Great for new and experienced crocheters alike,
Crochet Stitch Dictionary offers 200 stitches with
detailed written, charted, and photographed
instructions. This essential book presents 10 colorcoded stitch sections: Basic stitches, Fans & Shells,
Bobbles & Clusters, Spike stitches, Post stitches,
Mesh & Filet, Cable stitches, Tunisian stitches, and
more! Learn each stitch with written, charted, and
step-by-step photo instructions that clearly explain
where the yarn goes each step of the way. In
addition, each stitch pattern shows a large finished
swatch in actual size. You'll enjoy the colorful and
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every section. Crochet Stitch Dictionary offers
excellent useful instruction and inspiration for all
crocheters.
How to Welcome a New Kitten, Choose the Right
Food, and More! While cats understand their
owners, in our eyes felines continue to be regarded
as unpredictable and mysterious pets. So, if we have
decided that our new companion will be a kitty, we
must prepare ourselves and discover its world. Learn
important skills and knowledge about cats that will
better prepare you and make your cat happy, such
as how to: Welcome a new kitten into the houseFeed
your cat the most appropriate foodAssess its
behaviorCare for it if it gets sickAnd other important
skills to ensure it has a happy, healthy life This is
only a snippet of what you will find in this book. All of
these skills have been elaborated by an animal care
expert, which is accompanied with a good deal of
useful advice that will help you understand our fourlegged friend and make it grow healthy, while at the
same time debunking certain myths about the cat
world. In this book you will find everything you need
to know in order to be the well-informed owner of a
happy cat.
This book includes: CISSP A Comprehensive
Beginner's Guide to Learn the Fundamentals of
Information System Security for CISSP Exam CISSP
Tips and Strategies to Pass the CISSP Exam on
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upcoming examinations for CISSP Certification?Are
you looking for a new job in IT Security? Then this is
the right book for you! CISSP Certification or
Certified Information Systems Security Professional
credential is an innovative and grueling examination
that assesses the skills of information security
professionals and confirms their abilities to secure a
business environment. Almost every day,
approximately 10,000 positions are offered on job
websites that ask a Certified Information Systems
Security Professional (CISSP). This obviously points
to a demand for skilled InfoSec employees, and
CISSPs in Specific, which is excellent news for
aspiring CISSP candidates. Becoming a CISSP
certified practitioner isn't a cakewalk. The CISSP
program now consists of eight domains - Safety and
Risk Management - Asset Security - Safety
Architecture and Engineering - Communication and
Network Security - Identity and Access Management
(IAM) - Safety Assessment and Testing - Security
Operations - Software Development Security If you
are prepared to devote the energy and the time into
acquiring your CISSP certificate to create or even
fortify your own position in the incredibly competitive
IT Certified Information Systems Security
Professional job market, then you will need the right
knowledge and strategies to prepare and pass the
exam. This book will give you all the information and
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tools you need to achieve your goal! You will learn Mini
The knowledge and skills to understand the eight
CISSP domains - CISSP requirements and the
updated exam structure - How to plan your study for
CISSP - All the resources and tools you need to
pass the exam on the first attempt - The most
commonly used terms of CISSP and their meaning The techniques required to tackle the most difficult
CISSP questions And much more! This book is
extensively researched and documented and will
prove extremely effective at preparing you to begin
an exciting new career. What are you waiting for?
Scroll to the Top of the Page and Select the BUY
NOW Button!
The Complete Beginner's Guide to Exploring the
Night Sky
The Complete Beginners Guide with Easy
Technique on How to Crochet
Choosing the Right Dog, Dog Hygiene, Training
Your Puppy, Dog Healthcare, and More
Absolute Beginners Guide to Computing
2 Books in 1: The Complete Beginner's Guide to
Learn the Fundamentals of Information System
Security + Tips and Strategies to Pass the CISSP
Exam on Your First Attempt
A Complete Beginner's Guide to Learning
JavaScript, Even If You're New to Programming
Chess
The Complete A-Z Guide For Every Aspiring Chess
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Guide to Playing Chess: Chess Openings,
Endgame and Important Strategies' take you from
complete beginner to consistent winner? Get a
full understanding of the rules of the game.Learn
about the individual rule set of each piece, as well
as their strengths and weaknesses.A full
breakdown of competition chess rules, including;
the 50 move rule, the touch-move rule, notation
and game recording, overtime and
penalties.Become aware of the irregularities and
illegal moves of the game.A detailed guide to
three of the most essential opening strategies Ruy Lopez, Sicilian Defense and the Italian Game.
Full coverage of nine defensive opening
strategies.Full coverage of nine offensive opening
strategies.How to create a victory from your
opening moves. It's time to take chess skills to
new heights. It's time to beat your friends and
family. Get educated and dominate your games
from now on wards! Grab "Chess: The Complete
Beginner's Guide to Playing Chess: Chess
Openings, Endgame and Important Strategies"
now and learn how to take your game to the next
level.
The Complete Beginner's Guide to DrawingMore
Than 200 Drawing Techniques, Tips & LessonsThe
Complete Beginner's Guide to Photography
Crochet as a hobby has boomed in recent years,
with the art being passed down to younger
generations. Fashionable and thrifty, making your
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a really popular pastime. The Complete Beginners
Guide To Crochet will show you all the essential
stitches and techniques you'll need to get started,
from your very first foundation chain to adding
embellishments like fringe and edging. Once
you've mastered those techniques, it's time to
put them into practice! Turn to the starter
projects section for easy-to-follow patterns from
experienced crocheters. Start with the rose
corsage and basic bunting, then progress onto
more advanced projects like the amigurumi baby
sloth. Follow our simple steps and you'll soon be
creating beautiful items worthy of the high street.
Happy crocheting!
Step-by-step instructions for one hundred magic
tricks, including performing tips for the amateur
magician.
JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide
#growlikechef: A Complete Beginners Guide to
Growing Autoflowering Marijuana at Home
Choosing the Right Cat, Cat Behaviors, Adapting
Your Home for a Kitten, Cat Healthcare, and More
DIY Crochet for Beginners
Bitcoin Clarity
Long Range Shooting Handbook
Learn American Sign Language
Clay Modelling For Beginners The Complete
Beginners Guide To Getting Started With
Sculpting Clay! Clay is the easiest way to create
three-dimensional works of art without a lot of
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incredibly affordable and easy to get in a wide
range of colors from any arts and crafts supply
store. This book is designed to teach you
everything you need to know about clay
modeling to start making your own beautiful
pieces. Working with clay can be a fun and
relaxing tactile hobby-and the best part is, it
requires no prior training or artistic talent. The
knowledge in this book will get you started on
the path to creating beautiful and fun sculptures
straight from your imagination. Here is a preview
of what you'll learn: Information about the
different kinds of clay and the tools you can get
to work with it How to prepare your workspace
and your material Techniques for adding details
and textures How to fire and finish your pieces
JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide serves as
an easy-to-understand tutorial on both scripting
basics and JavaScript itself. The book is written
in a clear and very personable style with an
extensive use of practical, complete examples.
The book is filled with large, full-color
illustrations and all the programming code is
displayed in color to help the beginner
understand the key components and structure of
the language.
"Learning how to plan and cook your meals in
advance is one of the best things that you can
do. Meal prepping, also known as batch cooking,
helps you stay on the ketogenic diet, makes it
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away from your temptations, and can even save
you a lot of money. And when you combine the
ketogenic diet with your meal prepping goals,
you are going to lose weight and feel great in no
time. This guidebook is going to provide you with
all the tools that you need to get started with
meal prepping on the ketogenic diet."--Back
cover.
Starfinder lays out the universe clearly,
highlighting the signposts in the sky and
explaining the cosmology of the stars. Discover
the wonders of the night sky with up-to-date
information about the universe, including
monthly charts to both the northern and
southern hemisphere, and a section on observing
the Moon, planets, and other bodies of the solar
system.
More Than 200 Drawing Techniques, Tips &
Lessons
Begginer Beadwork
Everything You Need to Know to Start to Crochet
COMPLETE BEGINNERS GUIDE TO EMBROIDERY
Whimsical Stitches
A Beginner's Guide to Precision Rifle Shooti

This book is the complete beginner's guide to long range
shooting written in simple every-day language so that it's
easy to follow. Included are personal tips and best advice
from my years of special operations sniper schooling and
experience, and as a sniper
instructor. If you are an
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covering the principles and theory of long range
shooting. This is the preliminary book to help you
understand fundamental concepts such as MOA vs Mils
and external ballistics, that can be like a trusted resource
at the range.Learning to shoot long range isn¿t that
difficult. Once you understand the basics, you can start
to master your technique and you¿ll be hitting targets in
no time. The author has a series of online instructional
videos known for their ability to take seemingly complex
areas of long range shooting and breaking them down so
that they're easy to understand. This book was motivated
by the feedback from those videos. The handbook is
broken down into three main categories: What it is/How
it works, Fundamentals, and How to use it. "What it
is/How it works" covers equipment, terminology, and
basic principles. "Fundamentals" covers the theory of
long range shooting. "How to use it" gives you practical
advice on how to implement what you've learned so far to
make you a long range shooter.
Do you want to develop a skill that will ensure you never
go jobless again? Have you always wanted to learn how
to program but could never afford those ridiculously
expensive courses? Developers and programmers are
amongst the highest paid professions in the world, and
according to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, the
number of jobs for software and app developers will
increase by a shocking 24% in the next few years. In
2019, the tech industry posted 4.6 million job openings in
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estimated at 1.9 trillion dollars. There's no doubt that the
IT industry is the future, and software, web, and app
developers are and will be the most coveted professionals
for many years to come. But here's the shock you may not
have seen coming: the IT industry has a backdoor--you
only need to know how to open it in order to jump straight
on that cash wagon. The key to that door is JavaScript, a
programming language that has withstood the test of
time and has become one of the most used languages.
You might have heard about some of the companies that
use JavaScript: Netflix, Google, Microsoft, eBay,
Facebook, Uber, PayPal... The list goes on and on. Being
proficient in JavaScript will basically ensure that you
never run out of job options. As with pursuing any new
concept, learning how to program can be intimidating,
especially for beginners. Even though JavaScript is
incredibly beginner-friendly, it's still complex enough for
you to need a guide to lead you through the process of
mastering it.
The Complete Beginners Guide to Embroidery Stitching
Skills with Easy Steps, Techniquesn and Unique Pattern
Beginner's Guide to DIY & Home Repair
The Complete Beginner's Guide to China-Africa
Relations
Game Programming with Unity and C#
Professional guidance and support to help you through
every stage of learning how to swim
Your Complete Beginners Guide to the Other Side of
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Computer Programming For Beginners
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